One of the most exciting technologies to emerge in the past 15 years is Bluetooth Technology! Virtually everything had to be wired, now we have this improved technology available to use in our cars, our home, just about anywhere you go.

Intrasonic Technology is proud to introduce our Bluetooth Audio Receiver, new in our lineup for 2014. It’s specifically designed to work with our I1000 and RETRO Music and Intercom Systems so you can listen to basically any music program or MP3 files from your Bluetooth enabled device.

Simply open the MP3 Door on the I1000 or RETRO system, plug in the USB cable to the Bluetooth device and into the USB slot inside the door, plug in the 3.5” audio cable provided with our kit. Choose one device and pair your phone, laptop, tablet or any Bluetooth device with our BT Receiver and you have crystal clear streaming stereo music. Can also be used anywhere you can plug in the USB & 3.5” cable.

- Part# BT-Receiver
- Comes complete with USB cable, MP3 3.5” stereo cable and transformer to plug directly into an 110V outlet
- Can also be used with car charger accessory (not included)